Presentations Now Available

Thank you to all those who turned out at the 2015 Elevator Design Conference, hosted with Grain Journal Magazine, and the 2015 Ag Transportation Summit, hosted with Soy Transportation Coalition. Slides for both conferences are now available.

- Elevator Design Conference
- Ag Transportation Summit
Announcements

- FDA publishes final food safety regulations for feed and grain More →
- Safe Trucking Act would mean more efficient grain transportation More →
- NGFA outlines priorities for a multi-year highway bill More →
- NGFA Urges Obama Administration to Drop Requests for Fees to Fund FSMA Implementation More →
- NGFA hires Director of Communications and Digital Media More →
- NGFA Urges STB to Propose New Procedures for Grain Shippers to Challenge Unreasonable Rail Rates More →
- NGFA Urges FDA to Remove Burdensome Changes to FSMA Facility Registration Rules More →
- NGFA, 34 Ag Organizations Urge the House to Approve Commodity End-User Relief Act More →
- NGFA/NAECA Statement: Concerning Senate Agriculture Committee Approval of Legislation Reauthorizing U.S. Grain Standards Act More →
- NGFA Issues Q&A on the Food Safety Modernization Act More →

Feed Quality Assurance

NGFA's Model Feed Quality Assurance Program has served as a resource on how to develop, implement and enhance feed quality assurance practices at hundreds of feed mills. More Information →

Already signed up? Log into your classes →

Focus on Safety

The NGFA is committed to promoting safety and health in the workplace, and has made extensive efforts to enhance safety include unprecedented research and education efforts. More information →

Resources

As a voice for the industry, NGFA provides actionable resources and information such as data on: grain storage, grain production and quarterly grain stocks.

Tweets by @NGFA